
Tower Hamlets Federation of Tenants and Residents Association
Questions to Cllr Rabina Khan - June 2012

(Note:  this lists includes questions which arose at the Fed meeting on 25th June, but also 
other questions which were formulated at an officers meeting the following day.)

Question Status/
Action

Residents Charter
RC 1 RK to send Fed invite to next Housing Forum (18th July?). RK
RC 2 Some months ago, RK/Fed discussed Fed having two observers 

on the Housing Forum.  Is this possible?
RK

RC 3 RK said (June Fed) that THH should set a good precedent for other 
social landlords.  Will RK ask THH to adopt the Charter?

RK

General Housing Authority matters
GHA 1 RK to consider whether Council officers who were part of stock 

transfer and/or drew up transfer documents and who then took jobs 
with receiving housing associations had a conflict of interest.

RK

Social Housing in New Developments
SHND 1 Of the 4,000(?) new homes built during this administration, what is 

the breakdown between the various categories of rent?
RK

SHND 2 The planning policy is that all new developments should have 35% 
(on site) or 50% (off site) of social housing, but this can be varied if 
the developer argues that the scheme is not affordable with this 
percentage.  What percentages of social housing have been 
achieved in developments finished in this administration to date?  
How does this social housing break down between the various 
categories of rent?

RK

SHND 3 Enforcement:  what measures are taken to inspect developments 
to ensure the correct percentage of social housing has been built?

RK

SHND 4 Please update us (in due course) on negotiations to increase the 
number of homes allocated to LBTH from the Olympic site.

RK

SHND 5 Islington scheme (estate built to accommodate 3,000 tenants):  Fed 
to provide further details.

Fed

East End Homes
EEH 1 RK to update Fed (in due course, after EEH Board meeting) about 

co-operation with THCH.
RK

EEH 2 JO referred to an EEH action plan which they discuss monthly.  
Can RK send Fed
a) a copy of the action plan
b) the minutes of the monthly meetings?

RK

EEH3 RK to investigate what tenant consultation is (a) necessary (b) 
desirable if a Housing Association merges with another one (e.g., 
EEH and THCH).

RK

Island Homes
IH 1 RK to respond to briefing to be supplied by JF (below). JF/RK



Community Halls
CH 1 RK to give the Fed a list of community/TRA halls owned by LBTH. RK
CH 2 RK to give the Fed a briefing note on repairs to community halls. RK
CH 3 RK to ensure “Victor” provides TRAs with current position on halls 

in writing.
RK

New Council Homes (built by the Council)
NCH 1 Can RK give the Fed a list of homes (a) built by the Council and (b) 

which the Council is planning to build?
RK

DLO
DLO 1 RK to consider possibilities of having a DLO:

a)  for new-build;
b)  for repairs (THH and/or to compete for RP repair contracts).

RK

Knock-throughs
KT 1 RK to consider whether knock-throughs could be used to increase 

the supply of larger units (perhaps offsetting the advantage of 
getting S106 housing in smaller units).

RK

Roman Road
RR 1 RK to find out why Roman Road cash office has shorter hours, as 

service users are suffering.
RK

Robin Hood Gardens
RHG 1 Will RK arrange to attend a TRA meeting to update herself with 

residents’ concerns?
RK

RHG 2 RK to meet leaseholder (present at June Fed) who had concerns 
about service charges.

RK

RHG 3 RK to investigate what is happening with Millennium Trust and 
report back to Fed.

RK

Access
A1 RK to check that (a) planning applications for recent developments 

and (b) actual built developments met Lifetime Homes standards.
RK

A2 RK to consider whether LBTH could require developers to meet 
higher standards in some areas (e.g., door widths, height of 
electrical sockets) so more homes are more easily adaptable 
if/when necessary.

RK


